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To learn more about the mission of the MS SIDS and Infant Safety Alliance, visit 

us at www.ms-sids.org or follow us on Facebook. 

 

If you or someone you know has experienced the loss of a child to SIDS, SUID, or 

other infant loss, please contact us for support and resources. 
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Who  We Are

The  Mississippi  SIDS and  Infant Safety Alliance is a  professional, non-

profit organi2ation, started  by Mississippi  parents.  We strive to

provide  timely support  and  information  to families and  

professionals  within Mississippi. Because  we believe  every  child  

deserves to live, we fund research and  events that brings awareness  

to SIDS, SUID and  infant safe sleep.

With years  of experience, we wor! diligently to provide  up-to-date research proven information  on ways to

reduce the  ris! of SIDS/SUID  and  provide  a Safe Sleep  Environment.

We are  also dedicated  to the  continuation to SIDS/SUID  research.

Cathy  Files, Executive  Director

Cathy  is a  SIDS parent and  has  years  of experience in helping  with bereavement  support. She  has  established  a 

support  group  in 	ac!son, MS and  is wor!ing  to establish  groups throughout the  state.

To support  families and  professionals  affected by SIDS/SUID  by

providing  grief  support, training and  education, sponsoring research, 

and  raising  awareness.

Sudden Infant Death  Syndrome is the  unexpected and  sudden death  of an infant that remains  unexplained  

after  all  other  causes have been ruled  out  through  autopsy, death  scene  investigation  and  medical  history.

SIDS affects families of all  races, religions, and  income levels.  SIDS usually  occurs during sleep  and  stri!es  

without  warning.  Neither  parents  nor  doctors  can  tell  which  babies will  die. 

Most SIDS deaths occur  when a  baby is between  2 and  4 months of age. The  ris! of SIDS then diminishes during

the  first  year of life. The  diagnosis  of SIDS is not  used after  1 year of age. 

What Is

SIDS?

Our  Mission  

Our  Team

Place  your healthy  baby on their  BAC
 TO S�EEP. 

DO NOT  smo!e  around your baby

Use  firm, flat bedding  with no toys or other  soft bedding.

Avoid  overheating  your baby. Babies should be !ept warm , but  not  too  

warm. Dress  your baby in as much or as little as you  would  wear

Ta!e good care of your baby and  yourself before and  after  your pregnancy. 

This includes proper nutrition , abstinence from alcohol , drugs, and  

smo!ing, and  fre'uent medical  chec!ups beginning  early  in pregnancy. 

Pacifiers  reduce the  ris! of SIDS at naptime  and  bedtime.

Ma!e sure your baby’s head remains  uncovered  during sleep.

The  baby should sleep  in the  same room as the  parents, but  not  in the  

same bed. 

At this time, there  is no way  of predicting which  newborns will  succumb  to

SIDS. However, there  are  a few measures parents  can  ta!e to lower  the  ris! for  

their  children:

The  Back to Sleep  campaign recommends placing  healthy  infants  on

their  backs  to sleep  to reduce the  risk of SIDS. The  National  Institute  of

Child  Health and  Human  Development  (NICHD) leads  the  campaign, 

along  with the  Maternal  and  Child  Health Bureau and  other  Federal  

agencies such as the  Centers  for  Disease  Control  and  the  Census

Bureau. The  American Academy  of Pediatrics (AAP) is the  major  

private sponsor, along  with the  SIDS Alliance and  the  Association  of

SIDS and  Infant Mortality  Programs. The  campaign was  launched in

1994 with a  toll-free  number, pamphlets, posters, and  videos in an

effort to reach  every  infant nursery  in the  country. In March  1997, 

Tipper Gore became national  campaign spokesperson .

Cribs  for  

Kids/Baby  

Basics

Back to

Sleep

For  some older  parents  and  grandparents, Back to Sleep  goes against  

the  advice they were given  years  ago  to prevent  babies from choking  on

spit up. But  studies  have shown  the  choking  doesn’t happen; that

babies naturally  swallow  any  fluid  that comes  into their  mouths, Street

said. For  babies battling reflu0 , pediatricians  are  now  generally  

recommending the  mattress be raised from underneath instead  of

using  wedges that raise  the  baby up. There’s a risk that the  baby can  

slide  down the  wedge  and  crimp  their  airway or get  trapped  on the  

side. The  windpipe is only as big  as the  pinkie finger.

The  Mississippi  SIDS & Infant Safety Alliance is a  proud  partner  of the  National  Cribs  for  Kids Program, a 

National  Infant Safe Sleep  Initiative since  1998.

In 2012, the  Mississippi  SIDS & Infant Safety Alliance Cribs  for  Kids program  provided over 400  cribs  to

families in need of a  safe sleep  environment. The  Cribs  for  Kids Program  in MS is growing  at a  very fast pace as

safe sleep  education  is reaching more families and  they are  reali2ing   the  importance of their  babies sleeping

alone  in their  own  crib, on their  back.

During the  2017-2018  fiscal  year, the  Alliance distributed  800  Graco  Pack-n-plays to low  socio-economic, high-

risk families who  did  not  have the  means  to provide  a safe sleep  area for  their  baby.

The  Alliance travels  the  state   providing  education  on safe sleep  and  

SIDS risk reduction  to families who  are  e0pecting  a baby or have just

had  a baby. We provide  this education  to parents, grandparents and  

other  caregivers. During the  2017-2018  fiscal  year, the  Alliance was  

able to reach  hundreds of families with this vital  information. 

In addition to education , each family receives a  goody  bag  cooler

with baby products such as lotion , shampoo, ointment, socks, bath

cloths, and  other  items. 
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